\[ P_{old}[i+1,j] = P_{old}[i+1,j] + \text{Error} \]

Using delta encoding with error propagation can make very realistic pictures.

**Ghost Reduction**

This is a fun one. Because ghosts in video pictures are correlated with the picture content, they are very apparent. If the picture elements in the image are randomly shuffled before transmission and then unshuffled in the receiver, the ghosts will become uncorrelated and turn into noise that does not degrade the picture as much. For motion video, it is best if a few shuffling tables are used and randomly selected during transmission because temporal correlation of noise is detectable by the eye.

**Component Video**

NTSC encoding has less resolution for color information in pictures than intensity information. There are also interactions between the chromaticity and luminance that limit resolution. The super VHS and Hi8 recording standards record chroma and luminance separately to increase resolution. You can do the same with transmission. The first thing to try is sending just the red, then the green, then the blue.

The MAC system that is sometimes used in Europe places the luminance (Y) at the beginning of the scan line, then follows with red minus luminance (R-Y) and blue minus luminance (B-Y) at lower resolution. Luminance of a picture may be calculated as:

\[ Y = \text{Red} \times 30\% + \text{Green} \times 59\% + \text{Blue} \times 11\% \]

These are just a few of the experiments that the amateur can perform. Experiments can also take place with high-resolution (HDTV) transmission. With the addition of a Sound Blaster audio card, the video frame buffer can serve as the basis of experiments with digital sound transmission over a video link. Think of the frame store as being a buffer that can hold any type of data and then spit it out at a high rate. The possibilities are endless.

---

**Stop By Your Local ARRL Book Dealer.**

He'd Like To See You!

Want to reap the rewards of teaching ham radio? Ask ARRL Educational Activities Department for your free package on teaching youth or adults.

---

**Feedback**

In September's "Synchronous Detection of AM Signals," we indicated that Sony has information available about their CX-857 integrated circuit. It turns out that the information is not provided in the US by Sony, nor can they provide technical assistance. But they have agreed to allow us to provide the data sheets by copying them for our readers. If you want a copy of the data, write to: Technical Department, ARRL, 225 Main St, Newington, CT 06111. Ask for the CX-857 data and include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

---

**DOWN EAST MICROWAVE**

Amateur Microwave Antennas and Equipment

902, 1269, 1296, 2304, 2320, 2400, 3456 MHz

TROPO, EME, WEAK SIGNAL, OSCAR MODE L, MODES, ATV, REPEATERS

LOOP YAGIS, POWER DIVIDERS, COMPLETE ARRAYS

KIT FORM OR ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

SOLID STATE LINEAR AMPLIFIERS FOR 902 & 1296 MHz

Write for Free Catalog to:

DOWN EAST MICROWAVE

Bill Olson W3HQT, Box 2310 RR1

Troy, ME 04307 (207) 948-3741
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**SATELLITE T.V.**

Factory Direct to Your Door

Echostar • Startrak • Houston Tracker • Orbitron

24 Hr. Pricing

Hotline

516-763-6842

ECHOTRAK 305-344-6000

4749 NW 98th Lane • Coral Springs, FL 33076
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